The “straighten pigtail” technique for selective replacement of a pigtail plastic stent

In cases of malignant hilar biliary obstruction (MHBO), a biliary stent should be selectively placed in the biliary branch where the drainage effect is most expected on the basis of preoperative imaging studies. Thus, stent replacement or conversion to a metal stent should be performed in the bile duct where the stent was previously placed [1–3].

For stent replacement, the snare-over-the-guidewire (SOG) technique is reportedly useful for hilar biliary stenosis [4, 5]. However, the SOG technique is limited to straight plastic stents and cannot be performed with pigtail plastic stents, which are often used for MHBO—so there is a gap between usefulness and general usability.

Herein, we report a modified SOG technique, the “straighten pigtail” technique, that can be used for pigtail plastic stents. A 78-year-old man with MHBO required replacement of a pigtail plastic stent inserted in the right posterior branch. During the initial drainage treatment, manipulation of the guidewire to the right posterior branch was challenging; therefore, a safe and reliable replacement method was desired.

First, a catheter was integrated and advanced through the scope to the duodenum (Fig. 1). Then, a 0.025-inch angled guidewire was inserted into the pigtail portion of the stent lumen and advanced with rotational torque to successfully insert it into the bile duct where the plastic stent had been inserted (Fig. 2).

Next, a snare was inserted through the catheter and the tip of the pigtail portion was grasped (Fig. 3). The pigtail portion was then carefully pulled into the scope and straightened (Fig. 4). This straightening enabled the removal of only the plastic stent while leaving the guidewire, and thus “selective” stent replacement was successful (Fig. 5, Video 1).

This “straighten pigtail” technique ensures accuracy and ease in the replacement of pigtail plastic stents. This can be a useful option not only in MHBO cases but in daily practice as a selective stent replacement technique for pigtail plastic stents.
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E-Videos

Fig. 1 A 0.025-inch angled guidewire is inserted into the pigtail portion of the stent lumen.

Fig. 2 The guidewire is advanced with rotational torque and successfully inserted into the bile duct where the plastic stent is inserted.
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Fig. 3 A snare is inserted through the catheter and the tip of the pigtail portion of the plastic stent is grasped.

Fig. 4 The pigtail portion is carefully pulled into the scope and straightened.

Fig. 5 This straightening makes it possible to remove only the plastic stent while leaving the guidewire.
Video 1 Demonstration of the “straighten pigtail” technique in selective replacement of a pigtail plastic stent in a 78-year-old patient with hilar malignant biliary obstruction.